OF MICE AND MEN TEST

Title-know where it comes from and what its significance is to the story
Characters
  Who are foils?
  What do people have in common?
  How are the characters different?
  Who is stereotyped?
  Who is lonely?
  Who had dreams? What were they? Why were they never achieved?
  Who shows compassion?
  Who is separated from others?
  Irony of names
  Why Curley’s wife is not given a name
  George’s intelligence
  Who is useless or not up to par?
Setting
  See the full circle—peacefulness of nature, chaotic nature of the ranch,
  back to the nature setting where Lennie is waiting for George
Comparison of Candy’s dog
  Peaceful? Put out of misery for own good? Compassionate? Cruel?
Themes of
  Loneliness, violence, dreams/goals, nature that is threatened by man
Suspicions
  George and Lennie traveling together
  Curley’s wife flirting
  Time of their arrival at this farm
Ending as compassion

Test is 45 multiple choice, 6 short response, and 1 extended response